GREENWELL ENERGY SOLUTIONS™
Overview

Greenwell Energy Solutions is
a specialty chemical company
dedicated to consistently delivering
superior chemical solutions that
optimize performance.
We service all stages of the upstream oil and gas industry with
proven products and staff that our customers depend on to deliver
reliable solutions to complex situations. We are totally dedicated to
our client’s mission, human safety and protecting our environment.

Our Mission Focus
IMPACT is our vow to our customers
and to each other—
Integrity
Mission
Passion
Accountability
Courage
Transparency
Our promise is to consistently deliver
superior chemical solutions that
optimize performance!

Greenwell’s highly trained and knowledgeable team has over
50 years of industry experience in drilling, completion and
production chemicals. At Greenwell, we believe in building longterm relationships with our customers by consistently providing
the highest quality advice, products and services. Our long-term
perspective makes Greenwell the reliable supplier that customers
count on when performance, assurance and efficiency matter.
Dedicated to Impacting Efficiency by providing clients with
innovative and cost effective solutions, we do not rely on individual
products or even individual manufacturers. Instead we source the
optimal products to solve specific situations through constant R&D

Greenwell Energy Solutions is a project lifecycle partner delivering optimal performance through specialty
products, oversight expertise and objective solutions adapted to our customer’s specific challenges.
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of all available chemicals throughout the market using both in-house
and independent third-party labs. This independence provides
objectivity and assures our clients of the highest quality products
tailored to your specific situation. While our chemical solutions might
change more often than the competition, our clients receive the
optimal solution that delivers results. By sourcing alternative supply
streams for raw goods, specialty chemicals and blending services,
we are able to provide a cost-effective solution without reducing
optimal results. In addition, we are constantly expanding our product
lines to address the changing needs of our customers.
Enhancing our products is Greenwell’s legendary dedication to
service. Our team has extensive experience in oil field service and
we know what it takes to over-deliver in the field. We have facilities
and staff located to optimize our service capabilities and to meet the
often demanding time constraints in our industry. We are committed
to working in the field with our clients which allows us to have a
deeper understanding of your mission, your challenges and the
optimal solutions that can be delivered.
Greenwell’s secondary spill containment (SSC) products are
critical tools to keep your workplace and the environment safe.
SSC provides operators environmental assurance by applying
a protective barrier below their oilfield operations as an added
safeguard against the risk of the surrounding environment being
exposed to hazardous contaminants. SSC also provides for a more
efficient job site cleanup, while maintaining compliance with current
and future EPA, SPCC, NPDES and other state and federal regulating
agencies. Our clients save money on every site and have insurance
against a damaging spill.
Protecting our environment and the safety of our employees,
customers and the communities in which we work and live is the
highest priority at Greenwell. Our commitment to HSE throughout
all operations drives our rigorous training and education program,
which must be understood and followed by every Greenwell
employee and contractor. In addition, we seek to create IMPACT in all
that we do. IMPACT is our vow to our customers and to each other —
Integrity, Mission, Passion, Accountability, Courage and Transparency.
Our promise is to consistently deliver superior chemical solutions
that optimize performance!
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